Advance Praise for

The Paradise Table
A Kate Grace Mystery
By Maryann Ridini Spencer
“Maryann Ridini Spencer creates a place, time, and mood that will make you want to come back
for more. Sit back, relax, and enjoy a mystical island journey to The Paradise Table.”
– James Michael Pratt
New York Times and USA Today bestselling author
“The Paradise Table is another plumeria-laced ‘Kate Grace’ mystery from talented writer
Maryann Ridini Spencer. In this book that follows best-selling Lady in the Window, Spencer again
magically weaves together the breathtaking beauty and spirituality of Kauai, miracles, and the
power of faith and love into an intriguing quest for the truth. When violent dreams become reality
in this peaceful island paradise, newlywed Kate unearths disturbing secrets that will change
everyone’s lives, causing her to embark on a sometimes heartbreaking and shocking path. The
Paradise Table is not just another mystery—it is a heartwarming validation of self-trust,
friendship, love, and healing.”
– Kathy Strong
award-winning travel author
of recently released Secret Southern California,
columnist for USA Today/Gannett Newspapers,
and founder of PSWishYouWereHereTravel.com

“When friends band together to help one another, magic happens. The Paradise Table is a
touching, beautiful book that explores the healing power of how “doing unto others” and helping
one another can transform lives in this often-arduous journey of life. Together, we can help soothe
sorrows as well as celebrate in life’s astonishing beauty.”
– Alyce Morris Winston
founder, and president, the Jeffrey Foundation
for children with special needs and their families
“Maryann Ridini Spencer follows up with her award-winning novel Lady in the Window with
another enticing and empowering page-turner. The Paradise Table, with its touches of divine
inspiration, demonstrates how out of heartbreak and loss, and with the love of ohana (friends and
family), we can find hope, healing, and understanding.”
– Marianne Pestana
show host of “Moments with Marianne”
and producer, “The Whitney Reynolds Show” (PBS-TV)
“As Kate Grace uses her intuition and heaven’s synchronistic cues to help guide her earthly path,
bridges of understanding are created that transform her life, as well as those of her ohana. It’s a
beautiful, visionary story about the human condition and how we knowingly, and unknowingly,
impact the lives of those around us.”
– Merry Aronson
president and CEO, Merry Media, and co-author of
The Public Relations Writer’s Handbook, The Digital Age
“Maryann Ridini Spencer artfully portrays the strength and beauty of living authentically. She also
shines light on the negative power held within secrets and reveals potential dangers of secretkeeping. The Paradise Table takes a reader on a mystical journey that demonstrates how there is
more breadth to life than what the eye can see and more depth in the human heart than what anyone
yet perceives.”
– Charlene Costanzo
bestselling author of The Twelve Gifts of Birth
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